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10.1 INTRODUCTION TO XCODE 

Xcode is an Integrated Development 

Environment(IDE) containing a suite of 

software development tools developed by 

Apple for developing soft for OS X and iOS first 

released in 2003.    



1) Let’s check how it’s editor looks : 

 

 The Xcode interface integrates code editing, 

user interface design, asset management, 

testing, and debugging within a single 

workspace window.  

 

 For example, select a file in one area, and 

an appropriate editor opens in another area.  

 

 You can customize your environment by 

opening multiple windows and multiple tabs 

per window. 





2) Assisted Source Code Editing 

 

 Xcode checks your source code as you it, and 

when Xcode notice a mistake, the source code 

editor highlights the error. The source code 

editor then offers to fix it. 





3) Graphical UI Design : 

 

 Interface Builder is a visual design editor that’s 

integrated into Xcode. Use Interface Builder to 

create the user interface of your aapps by 

assembling windows, views, controls, menus, 

and other elements from a library of 

configurable objects.  

 







4)  Integrated Debugging : 

 

 Builder your app, and Xcode launches it and 

immediately starts a debugging session. If 

you are running an iOS app, Xcode launches 

it either in iOS Simulator or on an iOS device 

connected to your Mac.  

 

 

 





5) Automatic Saves, Projects Snapshots, 

and Source Control Management :  

 

 While you work, Xcode automatically saves 

changes to source and project files. This 

feature required so configure. 

   

 

 

 



10.2 FRAMEWORK 

A framework is a hierarchical directory that 

encapsulates shared resources, such as a  

dynamic shared library, images files, header 

files etc. 

 

A framework is also a bundle and its contents 

can be accessed using Core Foundation 

Bundle Service or the Cocoa NSBundle class. 

 

Framework serve the same purpose as static 

and dynamic shared libraries. 



 Frameworks offer the following advantages over 

static-linked libraries and other types of dynamic 

shared libraries : 

 

Frameworks group related resources together.   

 

Framework can include a wider variety of 

resource types than libraries. E.g framework 

can include any header file, documents etc. 

 

Multiple variety of a framework can be include 

in the same bundle. 

   

 



10.3 BEHAVIOR OF CONTROLS 

Control States : A Control State describes the 

current interactive state of a control : normal, 

selected, enabled, or highlighted.  

 

The fast way to configure the initial state of s 

controls is by using the Attributes Inspector : 

 

      



Control Events : A Control Event represents 

various physical gestures that uses can make 

on controls, such as lifting a finger from a 

control, dragging a finger into a control, and 

touching down within a text field. 

 

Target-Action Mechanism : The target-action 

mechanism is a model for configuring a control 

to send an action message to s target object 

after a specific control event. For example, 

when a user interacts with the slider, it 

generates a UIControlEventValueChanged 

control event. 

  



Content Alignment : Certain controls- such as 

buttons and text fields can contain custom 

images or text. For this controls, you can 

specify the alignment of that content by using 

the “Horizontal Alignment” and “Vertical 

Alignment” option in Attributes Inspectors. 

 

   



Using Auto Layout with Controls : The auto 

layout system allows you to define layout 

constraints for user interface elements, such 

as views and controls.  

 

constraints  represent relationship between 

user interface elements.  

 

The following tables describe what each  group 

of constraints in the auto layout menu 

accomplishes : 





Making Controls Accessible : Controls are 

accessible by default. To be useful, an 

accessible user interface element must provide 

accurate and helpful information about its 

screen position, name, behaviour, value, and 

type. 

 

The UI Accessibility programming interface 

defines the following attributes : 

 

 Label : A short, localized word or phase that 

briefly describes the control or view, but does 

not identify the element’s type. Example are 

“Add” or “Play”. 

  



 Hint : A brief, localized pharse that describes 

the rules of an action on an element. Examples 

are “Adds a title” or “Opens the shopping list”. 

 

 Frame : The frame of the element in screen 

coordinates, which is given by the structure that 

specifies an element’s screen location and size. 

 

 Value : The current value of an element, when 

the value is not represented by the label. For 

example, the label for a slider might be “Speed” 

, but its current value might be “50%” 

  



10.4  BUTTON 

You app changes button appearance based 

upon user touch interactions, using 

highlighting, changes in the label or image, 

color, and state to indicate the button action 

dynamically. 

 

Content of Buttons : Set a button’s content 

using the Type field in the Attributes 

Inspector. Button objects can be specified as 

one of five standard types – system, detail 

disclosure, info light, info dark, and add 

contact.  

 



 Behavior of Buttons : Buttons do not need a 

delegate to function property a view controller  

can define their behavior and functionality 

without implementing any delegate protocols. 

 

 Appearance of Buttons : You can customize 

the appearance of a button by setting the 

properties show below.  

 

   

 

 



10.5 USING AUTO LAYOUT WITH BUTTON 

You can create Auto Layout constraints 

between a button and other user interface 

elements. You can create any type of 

constraint for a button. 

 

 Elements Similar to a Button : The 

following element provides similar 

functionality to a toolbar or for navigation in a 

navigation bar. 

 

 1) Text Fields : Text fields allow the user to 

inout a single line of text into an app. 



 2) Content of Text Fields: Sets the content of 

the text field using the Text field.  

 

 3) Behavior of Text Fields : Text fields need a 

delegate to handle any custom behaviours, 

such as displaying additional overlay views 

when a user begins editing it. 

 



Now we are just going to create a simple single 

view application (a blank app) that just runs on 

the iOS simulator.  

 

The steps are as follows : 

 

  1. Open Xcode and select create a new 

Xcode project.  

CREATING OUR FIRST APP 





  2. Then select single view application  

 



3. Then enter product name i.e. the name of the 

application, organization name and then the 

company identifier. 

 

    



5. Select the directory for the project and select 

create.  

 

     



CREATING THE IOS APP USER INTERFACE 

Simply by the very nature of the environment in 

which they run, iPhone apps are typically 

visually oriented.  

 

As such, a key component of just about any app 

involves a user interface through which the user 

will interact with the application and, in turn , 

receive feedback. 



CREATING THE IOS APP USER INTERFACE 



CREATING THE IOS APP USER INTERFACE 

2. Adding Objects to the User Interface (Let add 

a Label and Button to our view) . 

 

   



Cocoa touch is a user interface framework 

provided by Apple for building software 

applications for products like iPhone, iPad, and 

iPod Touch.  

 

 It is primarily written in Objective C language 

and is based on MAC OS x.  

 

Cocoa Touch was developed based on model 

view controller software architecture.  

COCOA TOUCH 



The high-level application programming 

interface available in Cocoa Touch help to 

make animation, networking, and adding the 

appearance and behaviour of the native 

platform to the developed applications possible 

with less code development. 

 

The main features of Cocoa Touch include :  

 

 1) Core Animation : Helps to create rich 

user experiences by allowing for the smooth 

movement of visual elements. 

COCOA TOUCH 



 2) Core Data : Provides an object-oriented 

data management solution and aids in 

defining an application’s data model in a 

logical and graphical way. 

 3) Code Audio 

 

Cocoa Touch is made up of several 

frameworks, but the key ones are :  

 

 Audio and Video :  

Core Audio 

OpenAL 

 

COCOA TOUCH 



Media Library 

 Data Management : 

Core Data 

SQLite 

 Data Management : 

Core Animation 

Quartz 2D 

 Networking and Internet : 

Socket  

WebKit 

 User Applications: 

Address Book 

Core Location 

 



The MVC software design pattern refers to three 

seprate role : i) Model , ii) View and, iii) Controller 

 

 i) The Model : The Model represents the data in 

your application. It’s responsible for sorting, 

validating and organizing your data. 

 

 ii) The View : The View is the user interface. You 

can create views programmatically through code 

using Apple classes such as UIView or you can 

create a XIB file to represent view and visually 

layout your elements through Interface Builder. 

MVC INTRODUCTION 



 iii) The Controller : The Controller manages the 

communication between the view and the model. It 

takes the data from the model and communicates it 

to the view for display. 

 

The benefit of this modular architecture is that the 

separation of roles allows us to make modifications 

easily with less bugs. 

 

For example, if in the future, you need to make a 

change to the way the data is fetched or organized, 

all you need to do is switch out model. As long as 

you keep the interface of the model the same, then 

the views and controller will be none the wiser. 



Here’s a diagram illustrating what we’ve 

talked about  


